There are several lines of evidence that both RNA viruses and retroviruses recombine according to a copy choice mechanism. Using the brome mosaic virus (BMV)-based system, we recognized elements in the RNA structure that enhance nonhomologous crossovers within or near the local heteroduplex formed by recombining molecules. The same structural motifs were employed in vitro to test the ability of human immunodeficiency virus reverse transcriptase (HIV-RT) to switch templates during DNA synthesis. We demonstrated that a specific combination of the local double-stranded region with short homologous sequences and a hairpin structure allows template switching by HIV-RT. In contrast to BMV replicase, HIV-RT does not mediate the detectable level of recombination using only the heteroduplex structure, though local hybridization between RNA molecules efficiently pauses primer extension. Moreover, the presented data suggest that a proper arrangement of identified structural motifs can ensure site specificity of RNA-RNA recombination. These results indicate that HIV-RT utilizes the same or a very similar mechanism as BMV replicase to change nonhomologous RNA templates in a site-specific manner.
INTRODUCTION
RNA viruses and retroviruses are the only known living species with genomes composed of RNA molecules+ Another characteristic common to both types of viruses is their enormous genetic variability (Holland et al+, 1982; Pathak & Hu, 1997 )+ An individual RNA virus or retrovirus does not form a homogeneous population but rather a set of viral variants+ That is why according to some authors the term "species," used to classify DNAbased organisms, does not apply to RNA-based viruses (Holland et al+, 1992; Domingo et al+, 1995; Eigen, 1996) + Several different processes can contribute to the generation of viral variants (Holland et al+, 1982; Lai, 1992; Domingo, 1997; Pathak & Hu, 1997 )+ Mutations can arise after mutagen treatment or occur naturally as posttranscriptional modifications (Zheng et al+, 1992; Chen et al+, 1995; Hajjar & Linial, 1995) + Point mutations are introduced into viral genomes during replication because of low fidelity of the RNA-dependent RNA or DNA polymerases that lack proofreading activity (Steinhauer & Holland, 1983; Smith & Inglis, 1987; Pathak & Temin, 1990a , 1990b Kim et al+, 1996) + Further investigations revealed that RNA-RNA recombination is responsible for more profound changes within a viral genome (Coffin, 1979; Lai, 1992; Zhang & Temin, 1993; Simon & Bujarski, 1994 )+ Several experimental systems have been developed for the study of this phenomenon in RNA viruses and retroviruses (see vol+ 7(6), 1996, and vol+ 8(2), 1997, of Seminars in Virology)+ Additionally, recombination between viral and host RNA has been demonstrated (Khatchikian et al+, 1989; Meyers et al+, 1991; Green & Allison, 1994) + Despite extensive studies, the molecular mechanism of RNA recombination is still not well understood+ There are several lines of evidence that RNA viruses and retroviruses recombine according to a copy choice mechanism (Coffin, 1979; Kirkegaard & Baltimore, 1986; Bujarski & Nagy, 1996) + The copy choice mechanism assumes that recombinants are formed when the viral replication complex changes RNA templates during nascent RNA-or DNA-strand synthesis (template switching event)+ The same mechanism is most likely used by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) during the repli-cation process (Gilboa et al+, 1979 )+ Molecular bases of template switching events are more understandable, if they involve two homologous RNA molecules, when the nascent strand synthesized on the first RNA template (the RNA donor) is complementary to a second one (the RNA acceptor) (Stuhlmann & Berg, 1992; Bujarski & Nagy, 1997 )+
The problem becomes more complicated if nonhomologous recombination is taken into consideration+ According to definition, recombination of this type occurs between two different RNA molecules+ The generated recombinants differ distinctly from parental molecules, and being dysfunctional, they rarely accumulate in vivo+ Some data suggest that viral polymerases use promoter-like structures to switch from the donor to the acceptor template (Nagy et al+, 1998 )+ Other results emphasize the role of local hybridization (formation of local heteroduplexes) between recombining molecules (Romanova et al+, 1986; Nagy & Bujarski, 1993) , leader sequences (Zhang & Lai, 1994) , or template breakage (Vogt, 1971; Coffin, 1979 )+ Our recent in vivo studies of recombination in brome mosaic virus (BMV) demonstrated that specific mutations in the viral polymerase influence the frequency of nonhomologous crossovers, whereas their location is strongly affected by RNA structure (Figlerowicz et al+, , 1998 )+ Elements enhancing recombination crossovers within and in the proximity of the heteroduplex structure were identified )+ Based on the above data concerning BMV recombination, we have tested in vitro whether the same elements in RNA structure effectively facilitate template switching by HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (HIV-RT)+ In this work we have demonstrated that local hybridization between RNA molecules efficiently pauses the primer extension reaction, and that HIV-RT does not mediate a detectable level of recombination using only the heteroduplex in vitro+ However, combination of the local heteroduplex with a specifically located short region of homology and a hairpin structure allows HIV-RT to switch from the donor to acceptor template+ The crossover sites observed for HIV-RT and BMV replicase indicate that there are functional differences between those enzymes in addition to the important role of selection pressure in vivo+ In general, our studies reveal that, using identified structural elements, one can target nonhomologous recombination crossovers in a site-specific manner in both (ϩ) RNA viruses and retroviruses+
RESULTS

Preparation of the nonhomologous recombination in vitro system
To create an in vitro recombination system we used an earlier observation concerning structural motifs mediating nonhomologous crossovers between genomic BMV RNAs (Nagy & Bujarski, 1993; )+ The BMV genome is composed of three RNA molecules: RNA1, RNA2, and RNA3 (Ahlquist, 1992)+ It was found in BMV that nonhomologous crossovers occur within the regions of local complementarity between the recombining molecules (Bujarski & Dzianott, 1991 )+ This observation was used to create a very efficient experimental system generating nonhomologous recombinants during a BMV infection in plants (Nagy & Bujarski, 1993 ) (Fig+ 1)+ The proposed mechanism of nonhomologous recombination in BMV assumes that recombinants are generated when a viral replicase switches from the donor to the acceptor template within a local double-stranded region (heteroduplex structure), formed by BMV RNA1 and modified RNA3 (Bujarski et al+, 1994; Bujarski & Nagy, 1997) (Fig+ 1A) + Recently, we determined that the location of nonhomologous crossovers within a heteroduplex is affected by the RNA primary structure )+ We observed that viral replicase switches templates more frequently in AU-rich regions and that nonhomologous recombination occurs in a site-specific manner, if the local heteroduplex is accompanied by short homologous sequences among the donor and acceptor templates (regions h in Fig+ 1B) )+ Regions h are located in such a way that heteroduplexes formed by recombining RNA molecules can adopt two alternative structures (Fig+ 1B)+ The proposed mechanism of site-specific nonhomologous recombination in BMV assumes that three elements in the RNA structure are involved M+ Figlerowicz & J+J+ Bujarski, in prep+) + A stable hairpin forming during RNA replication (on RNA3) or local hybridization between RNA1 and RNA3 can pause RNA synthesis and can ensure that the acceptor template is close to the pausing site+ Finally, short regions of homology properly align the replicasenascent strand complex on the acceptor template+ To determine that these elements of RNA structure induce template switching by reverse transcriptases, we have created a suitable system for in vitro studies+ Both the donor and acceptor RNA templates were constructed as described in Materials and Methods+ The RNA1-NH donor template corresponds to the 403-nt recombinationally active region of BMV RNA1 (between 39 positions 1 and 403) (Fig+ 2A)+ The basic acceptor template (Mar1-RNA3) used in our studies was derived from Mag1-RNA3 [a recombinationally active derivative of BMV RNA3 created by the insertion of a 137-nt sequence complementary to RNA1 (between positions 2856 and 2992) into PN0 RNA3]+ Mar1-RNA3 is a 446-nt fragment of Mag1 RNA3 (Fig+ 2B)+ It is composed of the wild-type (wt) RNA3 sequence between positions 1554 and 1840, followed by the 137-nt sequence complementary to wtRNA1, and the 22-nt fragment of the modified Mag1 RNA3 39-noncoding region+ For better recognition of the mechanism of nonhomologous recombination, two other RNA acceptor templates, Mar0-RNA3 and Mar2-RNA3, were constructed by introducing specific deletions to Mar1 RNA3 as described in Materials and Methods+ In Mar0-RNA3 a short region of homology to the RNA1-NH template was removed (region h, Figs+ 1B and 2C)+ In Mar2-RNA3, the region c involved in heteroduplex or hairpin stem formation was deleted (Figs+ 1B and 2C)+ In either of these constructs, the hairpin structure would not be able to form in the acceptor template+ However, all three acceptor RNA molecules were able to form with RNA1-NH the local double-stranded region where, according to earlier data, recombination crossovers occur (Mar1-RNA3 and Mar0-RNA3 form identical duplexes, whereas Mar2-RNA3 forms a duplex 7 nt shorter; see Fig+ 6A)+ The acceptor and donor templates were constructed in such a way that generated recombinants should be longer than parental molecules (if formed according to the same mechanism as observed for BMV they should be at least 500 nt long) (Fig+ 2C)+
Identification of in vitro RNA recombination products
To examine the template switching abilities of HIV-RT, primer extension reactions involving RNA donor and acceptor templates and donor template-specific primer A were performed as described in Materials and Methods+ As a control, reactions with the donor template and primer A or the acceptor templates and primer A were also done+ Following reverse transcription, 2 mL and RNA3 (local heteroduplex formation)+ Recombination occurs if the viral replicase starts the nascent-strand synthesis from the RNA1 39 end, and then switches to RNA3 within the heteroduplex structure+ In the resulting recombinants, the unmodified 39 end (identical for all BMV RNAs) is derived from RNA1, whereas the coding region and the 59 end are derived from RNA3+ B: Structural motifs supporting site-specific nonhomologous recombination+ All RNA1-RNA3 heteroduplexes mediating site-specific recombination in BMV have a common left portion that can adopt two different conformations+ It can form a fulllength duplex (the upper structure) or a shorter duplex with a hairpin on the RNA3 template (the lower structure)+ Such structural flexibility results from the presence of almost identical sequences specifically located in recombining molecules (the shadowed short sequences marked with h, which differ by a single nucleotide)+ The region h is placed at the left end of the heteroduplex in RNA1 and just before the heteroduplex in RNA3+ The portion of RNA3 involved either in the heteroduplex or the hairpin stem formation is shadowed and marked with c+ The arrows with letters indicate the junction sites of recombinants (A and B) generated in a site-specific manner+ of each reaction mixture were subjected to PCR with primers A and B (specific for full-length recombinant amplification), and the PCR products were analyzed by 1+5% agarose gel electrophoresis+ This experiment demonstrated that the appropriate dsDNA fragment (about 520 nt long) was amplified only in one reaction, indicating that a detectable amount of recombinants was generated in the sample containing RNA1-NH (donor) FIGURE 2. Schematic description of the donor and acceptor templates+ A: The RNA1-NH donor template represents a recombinationally active fragment of BMV RNA1 (the sequence from positions 1 to 403, counting from the 39 end)+ To prepare the RNA1-NH template, cDNA corresponding to the 403-nt portion of RNA1 was amplified by PCR using primers that introduce EcoRI and Pst I restriction sites+ In the latter primer, the Pst I restriction site was followed by the T7 RNA polymerase promoter+ The PCR product was inserted into pUC19 vector giving plasmid pRNA1-NH+ pRNA1-NH was linearized with EcoRI and used for in vitro transcription to obtain the RNA donor template+ B: The Mar1-RNA3 acceptor template represents a recombinationally active sequence of the BMV RNA3 derivative called Mag1-RNA3 (sequence between positions 1554 and 1999)+ To obtain Mag1-RNA3, a 137-nt sequence complementary to RNA1 (between positions 2856 and 2992) was inserted into the SpeI linearized recombination vector (PN0-RNA3) between its modified 39 end and coding region (for details see Nagy & Bujarski, 1993 )+ Next, the fragment of cDNA corresponding to the recombinationally active region of Mag1-RNA3 was amplified by PCR (using the primers introducing EcoRI and Pst I restriction sites as well as T7 RNA polymerase promoter), and introduced into pUC19 vector+ The obtained pMar1-RNA3 plasmid was linearized with EcoRI and used for in vitro transcription to produce Mar1-RNA3+ C: The heteroduplex formed by RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 templates+ Solid lines represent the donor and acceptor templates+ The left portion of the local doublestranded region formed by RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 is exactly the same as the one shown in Figure 1B+ The short sequences involved in site-specific recombination are boxed (regions h and c)+ The dotted line depicts a ssDNA recombinant that can potentially form in this system+ The arrows show the location of primers A (complementary to the RNA1-NH 39 end) and B (specific for all acceptor templates)+ The short vertical lines symbolize local hybridization between recombining molecules+ To obtain two other acceptor templates used in our studies, Mar0-and Mar2-RNA3, short deletions were introduced to Mar1-RNA3+ In Mar0-RNA3 region h was deleted, whereas in Mar2-RNA3, sequence c was removed+ Both deleted sequences are highlighted in Figure 1B , resultant Mar0-and Mar2-RNA3 acceptor templates are shown in Figure 6A+ and Mar1-RNA3 (acceptor) templates (Fig+ 3A, lane 2)+ Analysis of the reverse transcription products by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and autoradiography visualized some products longer than cDNA of RNA1-NH in relation to two markers: S-Donor (ssDNA corresponding to RNA1-NH) and S-Rec (ssDNA corresponding to the expected product of recombination), and confirmed our former observations+ A band migrating to a position similar to S-Rec could be found only where RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 were both present during reverse transcription (Fig+ 3B, lane 2)+ In control reactions containing only acceptor templates, nonspecific products (shorter than product B and longer than S-Donor) accumulated to a very low level (Fig+ 3B, lanes 3, 5, and 7)+ Obviously, these products were also present in the reactions containing both donor and acceptor templates (Fig+ 3B, lanes 2, 4, and 6)+ During reverse transcription of the donor template, one predominant product corresponding to S-Donor was formed+ In addition, a small amount of the longer product was also observed (marked with B)+ ssDNA of a length similar to B accumulated to a high level during reverse transcription of the donor template in the presence of Mar1-RNA3 and Mar2-RNA3 (Fig+ 3B, lanes 2 and 6), and to a lower level when Mar0-RNA3 was used (Fig+ 3B, lane 4)+ In reactions involving both donor and acceptor templates, the amount of full-length ssDNA, corresponding to RNA1-NH, was drastically reduced+
The recombination products generated in our system should be longer than the donor template; thus, all separate bands migrating more slowly than S-Donor were excised from the gel and DNA was extracted for PCR analysis, using primers A and B+ Separation of the reaction mixtures by electrophoresis in a 1+5% agarose gel (data not shown) demonstrated that the PCR product was amplified only if ssDNA migrating to a position similar to S-Rec was applied as the template (product A, Fig+ 3B, lane 2)+ The extracted ssDNAs were also amplified with other primer pairs to test if shorter recombinants have been generated+ Donor templatespecific primer A was used either with primer 7 (which has the same sequence as all acceptor templates just ahead of the local heteroduplex) or with primer 8 (located 50 nt from the double-stranded region)+ Electrophoretic analysis of the PCR mixtures in a 1+5% agarose gel showed once again that ;350-nt dsDNA was synthesized only if ssDNA extracted from band A together with primers A and 8 were applied, indicating that products shorter than S-Rec and longer than S-Donor were not recombinants+ These ssDNAs could form, however, as a result of misprimed or self-primed reactions+ The latter process involves full-length or prematurely terminated first DNA strands and leads to the formation of self-complementary hairpin molecules+ These types of products can be amplified by PCR, involving only the first-strand primer, which is complementary to the 39 end of first and second DNA strands+ To identify prod-FIGURE 3. Detection of the in vitro recombination products+ Primer extension reactions were carried out as described in Materials and Methods+ Briefly, the donor RNA was hybridized with one of the acceptor templates in the reaction buffer including primer A (specific for the donor template) and then preincubated with 5 U of HIV-RT+ The reactions were started by the dNTPs addition+ Identical reactions involving only the donor or one of the acceptor templates were carried out as a control+ After 1 h of incubation at 37 8C, the reaction mixtures were subjected to PCR with primers A and B specific for recombinant amplification+ PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis in a 1+5% agarose gel (A)+ It demonstrated that expected dsDNA (about 520 nt long) was amplified only for the reaction mixture containing both RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 (lane 2)+ The RNA templates present in analyzed samples are indicated above each lane+ DNA molecular weight markers are shown in lanes S+ The reverse transcription products were also analyzed by an 8% polyacrylamide-urea gel electrophoresis (B)+ The gel was autoradiographed for a long time to detect recombinants that could accumulate to a very low concentration+ The RNA templates used in reactions are indicated above each lane+ Two DNA molecular weight markers are shown in lane S+ The expected strand transfer product (marked as A on the right of the autoradiogram) is only observed in lane 2+ It is longer than ssDNA corresponding to RNA1-NH (S-Donor in lane S), and migrates to a similar position as ssDNA corresponding to the predicted product of recombination (S-Rec in lane S)+ The putative self-priming product is observed in lanes 1, 2, 4, and 6 (marked with B)+ Products of nonspecific priming on the acceptor RNAs migrate faster than product B+ They are present in the reactions for which the acceptor templates were used separately (lanes 3, 5, and 7), as well as where the donor and acceptor were both applied (lanes 2, 4, and 6)+ In the reaction involving only the donor template (lane 1), a prominent accumulation of the ssDNA corresponding to RNA1-NH is observed (in addition a small amount of the self-priming product is detected)+ ucts of self-primed synthesis, all extracted ssDNA were subjected to PCR with primer A+ Electrophoretic separation of the reaction mixtures in a 1+5% agarose gel demonstrated that the expected product was amplified only if band B ssDNA was used as the template+ These data suggest that A is the only product of in vitro RNA recombination accumulating to a detectable level+ B is the product of a self-priming reaction, whereas ssDNAs detected at a very low level (shorter than B but longer than S-Donor) are generated as a result of nonspecific priming on the RNA templates+
Identification of the recombinant junction sites
To obtain conclusive evidence that HIV-RT was able to switch from the RNA1-NH donor to the Mar1-RNA3 acceptor templates, the putative recombinants were sequenced+ Briefly, the PCR product obtained with primers A and B, and ssDNA extracted from the band migrating to a position similar to S-Rec, was digested with EcoRI and Pst I and ligated into pUC19+ After transformation, 20 individual clones were sequenced+ All PCR product inserts were found to be recombinants, as the sequences of their 39 portions were derived from the donor template, whereas the 59 regions were derived from the acceptor template+ Sequencing of the 20 clones allowed us to identify five different types of recombinants (Fig+ 4A,B)+ In each case recombinant junction sites were located within a short homologous region of the RNA templates, precluding a precise determination of exactly where the donor ended and the acceptor began+ For recombinants a and b there are three possible junction sites and two for c, d, and e (Fig+ 4B)+ The location of the recombinant junction sites was compared with the recombinants generated in the BMVbased in vivo recombination system+ In the BMV system we used wtRNA2 together with recombinationally active wtRNA1 and Mag1-RNA3, from which the tested RNA fragments were derived (RNA1-NH and Mar1 RNA3 respectively; Fig+ 4C)+ wtRNA1 and Mag1-RNA3 support both types of nonhomologous recombination observed in BMV: site-specific (resulting in recombi-FIGURE 4. Structure of the recombination products generated by strand transfer between RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 or BMV RNA1 and Mag1-RNA3 templates+ A: Sequence of identified RNA1-NH/Mar1-RNA3 recombinants within the crossover region+ The identified recombinants are marked with lower case letters+ The numbers indicate how many times the particular recombinant was identified+ The nucleotides potentially involved in junction site formation are shaded+ B: Location of the recombinant junction sites on the donor and acceptor templates+ Junction sites of recombinants generated with RNA1-NH (lower sequence) and Mar1-RNA3 (upper sequence) are located within the short region of homology between recombining molecules, precluding an exact determination of the last nucleotide coming from the donor template and the first nucleotide coming from the acceptor template+ For recombinants a and b there are two possible arrangements of the junction sites, and for recombinants c, d, and e there are three+ Their location is marked by arrows with letters and numbers+ C: The distribution of the nonhomologous crossover occurring in vivo between BMV RNA1 (lower sequence) and Mag1-RNA3 (upper sequence), from which the in vitro templates were derived+ Recombinant junction sites are marked with arrows and capital letters+ nants A and B formation) and heteroduplex-mediated (generating recombinants with both junction sites located within a heteroduplex)+
The junction sites of HIV-RT in vitro-generated recombinants were located in the same regions as the BMV recombinant types A and B (within the heteroduplex on the donor template and just before the heteroduplex on the acceptor RNA molecule)+ However, only two types of in vitro-generated recombinants (marked with a and b) had junction sites identical to the BMV recombinants formed in planta (recombinants A and B)+ Three other recombinants, c, d, and e, had no in vivo BMV counterparts+ In addition, contrary to the BMVbased system, we did not observe the formation of recombinants with both junction sites located within the double-stranded region (Fig+ 4)+
Structural elements mediating the template switching by HIV-RT
Our earlier studies showed that BMV recombinants A and B were formed as a result of site-specific recombination )+ We hypothesized that there are three elements in the RNA structure that are required for site specificity of the nonhomologous recombination: the short regions of homology between recombining molecules, the strong donoracceptor hybridization (heteroduplex formation), and the stable hairpin formation within the acceptor template (see Fig+ 1C) + To identify elements that can initiate template switching, we analyzed how the pattern of HIV-RT pausing changes after hybridization of the RNA1-NH template with the Mar1-, Mar2-, or Mar0-RNA3 molecules+ All reactions were carried out as described in Materials and Methods using primer A (specific for the donor template)+ Reaction products were separated on an 8% polyacrylamide denaturing gel (Fig+ 5)+ As previously, a full-length ssDNA product was efficiently formed in the reaction where only RNA1-NH was applied (Fig+ 5, lane 1), and we did not observe any specific products in the control reactions where acceptor templates alone were used (Fig+ 5, lanes 3, 5, 7)+ In the reaction involving RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 (Fig+ 5, lane 2) three main products were observed: one longer than the fulllength ssDNA (marked with B, and previously identified as generated by a self-priming reaction) and two decidedly shorter products (marked with C and D) representing partially extended primers+ A prominent accumulation of the C and D products indicates that after RNA1-NH/Mar1-RNA3 hybridization, reverse transcription of the donor template is efficiently paused+ Product B also formed when RNA1-NH was hybridized to Mar2-RNA3 and transcribed (Fig+ 5, lane 6)+ However, only one short product was formed in the RNA1-NH/Mar0-RNA3 and RNA1-NH/Mar2-RNA3 reactions (Fig+ 5, lanes 4 and 6)+ The Mar2-RNA3 product was of a size similar to product C, whereas that formed with Mar0-RNA3 was of a length similar to product D+ To estimate the position where HIV-RT was paused, a 248-nt ssDNA corresponding to the 39 portion of RNA1-NH (the entire fragment that is not involved in heteroduplex formation) was used as a length marker (S-duplex)+ This comparison showed that the partially extended primers were longer than the marker, indicating that in both cases primer elongation was stopped within the local double-stranded region+ Formation of the RNA1-RNA3 heteroduplexes was previously demonstrated (Nagy & Bujarski, 1992; Bujarski et al+, 1994 )+ The pattern of pausing observed for RNA1-NH after hybridization with either Mar1-, Mar0-, or Mar2-RNA3 corresponds very well to the predicted structures formed by recombining molecules (Fig+ 6)+ Mar1-RNA3 can form a full-length heteroduplex with RNA1-NH (137 nt long) or a shorter one (126 nt long), followed by a hairpin structure on the acceptor template+ Computer-assisted modeling predicted a similar stability for both secondary structures (the conformation with the longer duplex is about 6-8 Kcal more stable)+ We assume that the FIGURE 5. Pausing during the primer extension reaction on the RNA1-NH donor template before and after hybridization with one of the acceptor templates+ The reactions proceeded as previously described+ To estimate the location of the pausing sites, three DNA markers were used: S-Rec, S-Donor, and S-duplex (lane S)+ The two former ones were also used to detect the recombination product+ The third is a ssDNA corresponding to the 39 portion of RNA1-NH, the entire fragment that is not involved in the heteroduplex formation+ RNA templates used in reactions are indicated above each lane+ There is no specific product in the three reactions involving only the acceptor RNAs (lanes 3, 5, and 7)+ In the reaction for which the donor only was used, one predominant product the same size as S-Donor was formed (lane 1)+ In lanes 2 and 6 the putative product of a self-priming reaction is observed (marked with B)+ In addition, prominent pausing signals are detected in all three reactions involving both donor and acceptor templates (lanes 2, 4, and 6)+ For Mar1-RNA3, two termination products are observed (marked as C and D), whereas for Mar0-and Mar2-RNA3 there is only one product for each (products D and C, respectively), both of which are longer than S-duplex+ reverse transcriptase unwinds a few first base pairs of the double-stranded region and then pauses, giving product D, which is longer than the S-duplex marker+ However, only a small fraction of product D is formed, as the disrupted full-length duplex can easily adopt an alternative conformation (shorter duplex followed by a hairpin on the acceptor)+ This allows HIV-RT to continue the primer extension, but the enzyme pauses again when it starts to penetrate the shorter duplex, forming product C+ Because the entire region h was removed from the Mar0-RNA3 acceptor, it can only form a fulllength duplex with RNA1-NH+ The reverse transcriptase unwinds several base pairs of the duplex and pauses, giving product D+ In the case of Mar2-RNA3 the entire region c was removed, so that the putative hairpin structure could not be generated in the acceptor molecule, though both recombining molecules possessed the homologous region h+ Therefore, Mar2-RNA3 and RNA1-NH form only a short duplex (identical to Mar1-RNA3 when the hairpin structure is present)+ FIGURE 6. Schematic description of the RNA structures thought to mediate template switching+ A: The putative structures of the heteroduplexes formed by RNA1-NH with the Mar1-, Mar0-, or Mar2-RNA3 acceptor templates+ Solid lines represent the donor and acceptor templates and dotted lines mark partially extended primers synthesized on the portion of RNA1-NH that is not involved in heteroduplex formation+ Short vertical lines symbolize donor-acceptor hybridization+ Mar1-RNA3 possesses both sequences required for the hairpin structure formation (regions boxed and marked as h and c; see Figs+ 1B and 2C); therefore the RNA1-NH/Mar1-RNA3 heteroduplex can exist in two different conformations: as a full-length duplex (137 nt; on the left) or as a shorter duplex (126 nt) followed by a hairpin on the acceptor template (on the right)+ Sequence h was removed from Mar0-RNA3, and so this acceptor template can only form a full-length duplex with RNA1-NH+ In Mar2-RNA3, sequence c was deleted, and as a result Mar2-RNA3 and RNA1-NH can form only the shorter duplex (identical to Mar1-RNA3 when the hairpin structure is present)+ The above presented structures may reasonably explain the pattern of HIV-RT pausing (see Fig+ 5), if one assumes that local donor-acceptor hybridization efficiently stops first DNA strand synthesis+ Because of conformational dynamism of the RNA1-NH/ Mar1-RNA3 heteroduplex, two partially extended primers are generated: a shorter product D, in the presence of the full-length duplex (137 nt), or a longer product C, when the duplex becomes shorter (126 nt)+ Mar0-RNA3 forms only a full-length duplex, whereas Mar2-RNA3 forms only a shorter one, thus supporting the formation of products D and C, respectively+ B: The role of short regions of homology between recombining molecules+ All identified recombinants have a DNA nascent strand 39 end (synthesized up to the junction site on the donor template) that is complementary to Mar1-RNA3 within the crossover region+ The shortest complementary sequence was found for recombinant a (11-13 nt; upper scheme), whereas the longest one was found for recombinant e (16-17 nt; lower scheme)+ HIV-RT pauses within the short duplex and product C is accumulated+ We also noticed that accumulation of the self-priming product B is strongly enhanced when the shorter heteroduplex is formed+
To determine the role of the short homologous sequences (regions h) the structures of the recombinants and RNA templates were analyzed using computer methods+ It was observed for each identified recombinant that a DNA nascent strand 39 end synthesized on the RNA donor (up to the junction site) was complementary to the RNA acceptor within the crossover region (Fig+ 6B)+ The length of the complementary region varied from 11 to 17 nt+ DISCUSSION Based on our former observations concerning the structural requirements of nonhomologous and site-specific nonhomologous recombination in BMV, we have created an experimental system to test in vitro the ability of reverse transcriptases (particularly HIV-RT) to switch from one RNA template to another+ We have observed that local hybridization between the donor and acceptor molecules [the heteroduplex structure supporting nonhomologous recombination in BMV (Nagy & Bujarski, 1993) ] pauses the primer extension reaction very effectively+ However, a heteroduplex itself was not able to efficiently mediate in vitro recombination crossovers with HIV-RT+ Contrary to the BMV-based system, we did not identify symmetrical or nearly symmetrical recombinants with both junction sites located within the heteroduplex structure+
We observed that HIV-RT is forced to switch from one nonhomologous RNA template to another, if the local heteroduplex is accompanied by specifically positioned short homologous sequences+ The presence of homology between RNA1-NH and Mar1-RNA3 may suggest that the recombinants were generated according to a mechanism operating in homologous recombination+ This is contradicted by the fact that during reverse transcription of the RNA1-NH hybridized with Mar2-RNA3 we did not observe recombinants, even though both Mar1-and Mar2-RNA3 possess the same sequence homologous to RNA1-NH (see Fig+ 6A)+ We also did not observe recombinants with the Mar0-RNA3 template, though Mar0-and Mar1-RNA3 were able to form identical heteroduplex structures with the RNA1-NH donor template+ Altogether, these findings suggest that all three previously identified elements in the RNA structure are required to mediate recombination crossovers+ That is why only Mar1-RNA3, possessing all of them, ensured the formation of recombination products at a detectable level+
The following scenario of HIV-RT template switching is proposed to explain why both the presence and proper positioning of the identified RNA structural elements are required to generate recombinants (Fig+ 7)+ DNA synthesis begins at the 39 end of the donor template+ HIV-RT encounters the heteroduplex and unwinds a few first base pairs, inducing a hairpin formation on the acceptor template+ Homologous sequences h are positioned in such a way that both heteroduplex unwinding and hairpin formation may occur simultaneously, allowing HIV-RT to continue DNA strand elongation+ However, the enzyme is paused after a while within the stable portion of the duplex (at the 39 end of sequence h)+ This may cause HIV-RT and the 39 end of the extended primer to be released from the donor (separately or as a complex) or HIV-RT may move backward along the template releasing the 39 end of the nascent strand [as was proposed for the transcription complex (von Hippel, 1998)]+ While HIV-RT and the 39 end of the nascent strand leave the pausing site, a full-length duplex can be restored+ At the same time, the 39 end of the newly synthesized DNA may hybridize to the acceptor, as hairpin formation brings a suitable portion of acceptor sequence h very close to the pausing site+ During the next step, HIV-RT may hybridize to the nascent strand-acceptor complex (if the enzyme was released from the donor) or move forward and switch to the acceptor during a continuous process (if earlier HIV-RT backward sliding occurred) and resume primer extension on Mar1-RNA3+
The proposed mechanism can also explain why recombinants were not observed for RNA1-NH and Mar2-RNA3 templates, although the latter has the same sequence homologous to the donor as Mar1-RNA3+ First, the putative hairpin, which brings recombinant junction sites close together, cannot form in Mar2-RNA3+ Second, the relative location of sequences h in RNA1-NH/Mar1-RNA3 and RNA1-NH/Mar2-RNA3 templates is different (see Fig+ 6A )+ In the latter, both homologous sequences are placed just before the double-stranded region+ According to our data, HIV-RT pauses within the heteroduplex structure, and the very 39 end of the extended primer may not be complementary to the acceptor+ This can be the reason why reinitiation of DNA synthesis by HIV-RT is difficult+ The mechanism above seems to be consistent with our results as the HIV-RT pausing pattern (see Fig+ 5) strongly suggests that a computer-predicted hairpin indeed forms on the acceptor template (if the first base pairs of the heteroduplex are unwound)+ However, further studies are required to find final evidence demonstrating that our hypothesis is correct+
The above observations are also consistent with the results obtained by other investigators+ They demonstrated that template switching between homologous RNA molecules is promoted by HIV-RT pausing (Wu et al+, 1995) , and showed that the latter process depends on RNA primary (Klarmann et al+, 1993) and secondary (Harrison et al+, 1998) structures+ Moreover, Kim and coworkers found that internal HIV-RT template switching in 59 transactivation response region (TAR) is enhanced by donor-acceptor hybridization ure )+ At the same time, the heteroduplex begins to reconstruct (while simultaneously a hairpin stem unwinds), and the released 39 end of the nascent strand hybridizes to the 59 end of sequence h located in the acceptor template+ E: HIV-RT hybridizes to the nascent strand-acceptor complex or moves forward and switches to the acceptor+ Finally, DNA synthesis is reinitiated+ within the TAR hairpin stem, as well as by the presence of HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (Kim et al+, 1997) + They discovered that a TAR hairpin stem (a kind of heteroduplex structure) creates a strong pause site, whereas nucleocapsid protein promotes strand transfer+ Our studies also revealed some significant differences between recombinants generated by BMV and HIV-RT systems+ Only two recombinants identified with HIV-RT (recombinants a and b) had junction sites identical to those formed in BMV (recombinants A and B)+ This indicates that apart from RNA structure, there are other factors affecting the course of the template switching process+ Various distributions of the recombination crossovers most likely reflect both functional differences between the HIV-RT and BMV replicase, as well as the important role of selective forces (affecting the profile of in vivo generated recombinants)+ The heteroduplex structure has been shown to play a key role in a site-specific nonhomologous recombination+ At the same time HIV-RT and BMV replicase are known to differ in their ability to penetrate the stable doublestranded region, because only the latter possesses helicase activity (Ahlquist, 1992 )+ This can explain why only the BMV replicase generates symmetrical or nearly symmetrical recombinants with both junction sites located within the heteroduplex+ This assumption is additionally supported by an earlier experiment, showing that mutations in BMV helicase shift recombination crossovers to the less stable portion of the heteroduplex + On the other hand, it is also possible that HIV-RT generates the same recombinants in vitro as BMV does in vivo+ However, some of them may not be detected, because recombination relying solely on the heteroduplex structure would presumably generate very low numbers of random-length products+ These products can be identified during in vivo studies, because the BMV-based system was designed in such a way that selection pressure supports recombinant accumulation (if no changes within the coding regions occur) (Nagy & Bujarski, 1992; Bujarski et al+, 1994 )+ We also found that HIV-RT generates more frequently those recombinants whose formation is mediated by the entire region of homology between the donor and acceptor templates (recombinants c, d, and e)+ This is consistent with the observation that recombination frequency rises proportionally to the length of homologous sequences in the RNA templates (Zhang & Temin, 1994 )+ However, recombinants analogous to c, d, or e have not been identified during in vivo experiments involving the BMV-based system+ This result was to be expected, as in every case one of their junction sites is located within or very close to the RNA3 coding region+ As a result, nonfunctional RNA3 recombinants could be generated, and thus they did not accumulate in infected cells+ For this reason we do not know which of the mechanisms, recombination or selection, is better reflected in the structure of BMV recombinants+ Generally, the results presented here indicate that RNA structure can force HIV-RT template switching between two nonhomologous templates+ Moreover, our data suggest that a proper arrangement of the identified RNA motifs is necessary to induce site-specific crossovers efficiently+ It is also important to note that our system does not require any specific promoter-like or leader sequences (as proposed for other systems), and can be used to induce recombination crossovers in RNA viruses and retroviruses+ However, further more precise studies are required to describe the relation between the RNA structure and template-switching events, especially if one wishes to target them in a site-specific manner+
MATERIALS and METHODS
Materials
Four RNA templates were used: RNA1-NH, Mar1-RNA3, Mar0-RNA3, and Mar2-RNA3+ They were obtained by in vitro transcription from EcoRI linearized plasmids pRNA1-HN, pMar1-RNA3, pMar0-RNA3, and pMar2-RNA3+ Two other plasmids, pB1TP3 and PN0-RNA3, were a generous gift of Józef J+ Bujarski (Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois)+ The recombinant HIV-RT (p66/p51 heterodimer) was generously provided to us by Jan Barciszewski (Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznań , Poland)+ Restriction enzymes EcoRI, Pst I, and SpeI were from Promega+ RNase inhibitor, RQ DNase (RNase free), T7 RNA polymerase, T4 DNA ligase, Taq DNA polymerase, and pUC19 vector were also from Promega+ [a 32 P]dCTP was from Amersham Corp+ Primers used in our studies
The following primers were employed to construct four plasmids to be used for RNA template synthesis (T7 RNA polymerase promoter is underlined)+ Primer 1: 59-CAGTGAATT CTGGTCTCTTTTAGAGATTTACAG-39; primer 2: 59-CTGC AGTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGACCAAATGTGATTTG TTTAAACATGAGG-39; primer 3: 59-GAATTCAAGTAGGCC ACACTAGTC-39; primer 4: 59-CTGCAGTAATACGACTCAC TATAGGGAGGATTAAGGCTTGTGTTGCTG-39; primer 5: 59-ACTAGTGGGCACTACCTATAAACCGG-39; primer 6: 59-ACTAGTAGGTCTCACACAGAGACAAGC-39+ Primers specific for recombinant amplification were primer A, complementary to the 39 end of the RNA1-NH donor template: 59-GAATTC TGGTCTCTTTTAGAGATTTACAG-39 and primer B, representing the 59 end of all acceptor templates: 59-CTGCAG GGGAGGATTAAGGCTTGTGTTGCTG-39+ Two additional primers were used for recombinant identification, primer 7: 59-CCTGCTCGGAGGACTAG-39 and primer 8: 59-CATCTAG AAGTTGAGCAC-39+
Methods
Construction of plasmids
A full-length clone of BMV RNA1 (pB1TP3) and a full-length clone of the recombinationally active BMV RNA3 derivative (pMag1-RNA3) were applied to obtain two basic plasmids used in our studies, pRNA1-NH and pMar1-RNA3, respectively+ The cDNA fragments corresponding to recombinationally active portions of BMV RNA1 and Mag1-RNA3 were synthesized by PCR using specific primers, which either introduce an EcoRI restriction site (primers 1 and 3) or a Pst I restriction site, followed by the T7 RNA polymerase promoter (primers 2 and 4)+ Amplified cDNA was cloned into pUC19 vector between the EcoRI and Pst I restriction sites+ Specifically, primers 1, 2, and pB1TP3 template were applied to synthesize cDNA corresponding to BMV RNA1 39 end between positions 2833 and 3234+ Primers 3, 4, and plasmid pMag1-RNA3 were used to obtain cDNA corresponding to Mag1-RNA3 between positions 1554 and 1999+ To construct pMag1-RNA3, cDNA complementary to BMV RNA1 from positions 2856 to 2992 was inserted into SpeI-linearized PN0-RNA3 plasmid (as described by Nagy & Bujarski, 1993 )+ After ligation of the cDNA fragments into pUC19, proper clones were selected and sequenced+ Two other acceptor templates used in this study were Mar1-RNA3 derivatives+ To construct pMar0-RNA3 plasmid, the 299-nt fragment of pMar1-RNA3 between the Pst I and SpeI restriction sites was replaced with the 11-nt shorter cDNA obtained by PCR amplification of pMar1-RNA3 with primers 3 and 5+ The PCR product was digested with Pst I and SpeI and ligated into Pst I-linearized and SpeI-partially-digested pMar1-RNA3+ Clones possessing two SpeI restriction sites were selected and sequenced to confirm their structure+ To obtain pMar2-RNA3, the 137-nt fragment of pMar1-RNA3 between SpeI restriction sites was replaced with the 7-nt shorter PCR product synthesized from pMar1-RNA3 with primers 1 and 6+ Priori to ligation, both the PCR product and pMar1-RNA3 were digested with SpeI, and DNA fragments were separated by electrophoresis in a 1% agarose gel and extracted+ Clones with cDNA inserts in the same orientation as in pMar1-RNA3 were selected and sequenced+
In vitro recombination assay
The RNA template preparation. All four RNA templates were prepared by in vitro transcription according to the procedure described in Promega Protocols and Applications Guide (Third Edition)+ Reaction products were digested with 2+5 U of RQ DNase to remove the DNA template, purified by phenolchloroform extraction, and ethanol precipitated+ RNA was redissolved, heat denatured, and separated by electrophoresis on a denaturing 5% polyacrylamide gel+ Full-length products were identified and extracted from the gel+ The concentration of RNA template was determined by the UV spectrometry at l 260 nm+ Primer extension reaction. Primer extension reactions were performed in a final volume of 20 mL+ For separate reactions, 0+3 mg of the donor template only, 0+3 mg of the acceptor template only, or 0+3 mg of the donor and 0+6 mg of the acceptor template were added+ RNA templates were mixed with 0+5 mg of primer A in reaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8+0, 80 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM DTT)+ The mixtures were denatured by heating to 90 8C for 2 min, and then slowly cooled to 37 8C (with a cooling rate of 1+0 8C/min)+ Five units of HIV-RT were added and preincubated with substrates for 3 min at 37 8C+ The reactions were started by the addition of dNTPs to a final concentration of 2+5 mM of dATP, dTTP, dGTP, and 1 mL [a 32 P]dCTP+ After a 60-min incubation at 37 8C the reaction mixtures were extracted with phenolchloroform and products were precipitated with ethanol+ ssDNA products were redissolved in 20 mL of TE buffer+ Analysis of reverse transcription products. Two microliters of the solutions containing ssDNA products were subjected to PCR with primers A and B (specific for the full-length recombinant amplification)+ PCR reaction mixtures were denatured at 94 8C for 2 min and then amplified through 30 cycles (1 min at 94 8C, 1 min at 60 8C, and 1 min at 72 8C)+ PCR reaction mixtures were analyzed by a 1+5% agarose gel electrophoresis+ In addition, products of reverse transcription reactions were separated by electrophoresis on a denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel and cut from the gel+ Each extracted ssDNA product was amplified by PCR with a set of primers specific for recombinants (primers A and B) or only with primer A, which is specific for the self-priming product, and reaction mixtures were analyzed by a 1+5% agarose gel electrophoresis+ The PCR products obtained with recombinant-specific primers were digested with EcoRI and Pst I, and cloned into pUC19+ After transformation individual clones were sequenced+
